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iTongue – Our Multilingual
Future!

EVALUATION OF ITONGUE Products
Winnnie the Pooh, Green Juice, Senior wake up
October 2014
Target group: Logmar students
Participants: 13 (12 female, 1 male, between age of 39-63, average age:51)
Level of Students: intermediate (all participants)
Product: 20 students evaluating audio and image products, 6 students evaluated only
audio
Date: October 2014, Rybnik

Summary of the Evaluation Form
Maximum for all questions: 5

Was this experience pleasant? Average: 4,5
Can you repeat the sentence/words/text in English? Average:4,5
What product characteristics do you consider helpful to learn English?
Sound quality
Average 4,3
Sound loudness

Average: 4,2

Visual Appearance:
Visualization of words:

Average 3,8
Average 4,0

Understanding of words: Average: 4,4
Intonation of the words:

Average: 4,3

Diction of the Speakers

Average: 4,3

The music chosen

Average 4,2

Volume of the music

Average 4,2

How satisfied are you with this product?
Sound quality

Average 4,0

Sound loudness

Average: 4,0

Visual Appearance:

Average: 3,8

Visualization of words:

Average: 3,7

Understanding of the words

Average: 4,0

Intonation of the words

Average: 4,1

Diction of the Speakers

Average: 3,9

The music chosen

Average: 4,1

Volume of the music

Average: 4,0

Would you recommend this experience to anyone else?
Average: 4,6
Would you like to repeat this experience with other messages?

Average: 4,6
What environments are the most suitable to learn using this method?
At home: 24 persons
At office: 0 person
When traveling between home-work: 21 persons
Other:outside (3),during physical exercise(1)
Comments:
- This method is good but takes a lot of time (age 51)
- the text is too fast and lack of text causes difficulties (only audio) age 63
- This method is a very good idea for people who have a lot of time but it is very
pleasant (age 48)
- This method is good but it is not the basic method of learning English. It takes a lot
of time. (age 56)

